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WHAT IS VUUR?
At every level of Utrecht University’s organisation, students and staff contribute
to policy and give advice to the various administrative bodies. These students
and staff members represent the voice of their colleagues and fellow students to
the administrators.
Lijst VUUR was founded in 2006 out of dissatisfaction with the quality of the
list of candidates for the University Council. A number of U-councilors, together
with LinQ (now VIDIUS) and USF Studentenbelangen (also now VIDIUS), took the
initiative to establish a list that aimed to take quality as its starting point when
determining the list order.
By now, VUUR has grown into an association with members in the university
council, various faculty councils and study programme committees, and members are also assessors, student members of the board of educational directors
and otherwise involved in the university’s participation and decision-making
process. And that is also where VUUR’s strength lies: VUUR is active at all levels
and in this way ensures that members easily get to approach the right person to
raise issues.
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Main topics
Because each faculty has its own problems, challenges and identity, and the
councils therefore discuss different topics, the objectives and positions differ
from one fraction to the next. For the University Council, the issues are university-wide, and therefore differ from those of the Faculty Council. Nevertheless, all
positions are linked by the shared vision of our four main themes:
High educational quality is
central to the VUUR positions,
also for the digital form of
education. After all, that is the
reason why you go to university
as a student.
Studying is the time of your life.
But with a high workload and
financial pressure, that is easier
said than done. That is why
VUUR is committed to paying
more attention to individual
student wellbeing.

Utrecht University must be
a leader in sustainability.
Waiting is no longer an option. VUUR is committed to
preparing the university for
the future.
Diversity is part of the core
values of the academic community. VUUR is therefore
committed to a hospitable
university where everyone
can feel at home.

What has VUUR accomplished this year?

For the past year, I have served on the University Council as fraction chair of VUUR. And I can say that I am sincerely proud of
what we have accomplished. In September, we made sure
that students who could not go on exchange because the
country’s color code suddenly changed due to the pandemic could still object and go on exchange safely. We put the
group of first-generation students and their interests on
the agenda. We made sure that staff and students in all UU
regions had access to menstrual products. We partnered with
Olympos, which resulted in a gender-neutral locker room. We
agendized a Mindlab performance for students, made the UU
buildings a little cooler by asking that the heating not be turned
down a little, and submitted a note on gender-inclusive language
at UU. These are just some of the steps we have taken this year.
I’m happy with every conversation we’ve been to. One thing I have
really noticed this past
year is that: VUUR is
really there for you!
Chiara Stam, Fraction Chair Lijst VUUR 2021-2022

Chiara Stam
University Council
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DEAR STUDENT,
The elections for the Faculty Council of Law, Economics and Governance
are from 6 to 8 April. Now is the time to make your voice heard. The Faculty Council is the representative advisory body for matters that concern the
entire faculty. As a student section, we represent you, all students at the LEG
faculty. From lijst VUUR we want to dedicate ourselves completely to you
and to represent your interests. We made our comeback last year, and we
would like to continue our work next year. In this election program you can
read what we stand for and what we want to work hard for next year. Here
you will find major themes and ideas, but also the concrete steps that we
want to take.

Going through VUUR (fire) for you
Vote for participation on 16 to 18 May, vote VUUR!

Hugo Wagenmakers
Hugo Wagenmakers, Listleader Lijst VUUR 2022-2023
Universiteitsraad
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Core positions
Amend cum laude regulation and enforce
compliance period for lecturers
Record physical lectures
Clarify take-home examinations
Make resit policy more flexible
Promote sustainability, internationalisation &
diversity and improve where necessary!
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EDUCATION
Making resit policies more flexible
In recent years, there has been too little focus on adjusting resit policies. Lijst VUUR
will fight for a fairer, more flexible resit policy and will do this in cooperation with
the VUUR University Group. Every student should have the opportunity to resit,
regardless of the result of a test. A mark below a ‘rounded four’ should be able to be
retaken, but a mark higher than a six also. Of course, it should also be possible to get
a good result for a resit; thus, VUUR wants to abolish the so-called ‘’six rule’’ of Law.
In addition, the obligation to be present should also be abolished as a requirement
for resits. Finally, if one misses the first test due to illness or another valid reason, the
possibility to retake should not be lost. Sick is sick and the university should take this
into account. Extra exam moments will sometimes be necessary for a small group.

Clarify take-home exams
The take-home examinations that students
have to take are often unclear and do not
properly indicate what is expected of the student. The result is that students get a worse
result for the partial test. In the Faculty Council, we want to work towards clearer communication of the test criteria for take-home
examinations.

Record physical lectures
Lijst VUUR has the goal that physical lectures are recorded, also after the corona
pandemic. In this way, students can better clear study arrears and lecturers have to
return to already discussed material less often. Appointing more student assistants
to prevent extra workload for lecturers goes hand in hand with this proposal.
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Small-scale education and flex-studying
Lijst VUUR attaches great value to small-scale education. Within LEG, VUUR is
committed to working groups with few students, so that every student gets the
attention he or she needs. VUUR also likes to expand the possibilities for flex-study,
whereby students pay per ECTS instead of per study year. This will make it easier
for students to determine their own study rhythm and to take on tasks other than
studying, such as a part-time job or board membership.

Adjusting the cum-laude regulation
and complying with the time limit for
examinations for lecturers
Currently, in order to achieve cum
laude, it is never allowed to take
a resit and never to obtain a fail
mark. Students with bad luck are
therefore immediately excluded.
We want to relax the cum-laude
rule within LEG to help students!
Furthermore, we want lecturers to
take only 10 working days
to mark the tests. We have
noticed that this deadline
(which is already fixed) is
often not taken seriously
at the moment.

“Lijst VUUR values small-scale
education. Within LEG, VUUR is
committed to working groups
with few students.”
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STUDENT WELLBEING
Physical education with additional
digital possibilities

For many students, studying behind a screen
has proved immensely demotivating. Physical
education should be stimulated. Lijst VUUR
finds that work groups, training sessions and
thesis discussions must continue to be facilitated on location, as this promotes the study
time of many!
Digitalisation should be used where necessary
and students who really have no choice but to
stay at home should be guided in this process
by the university in the right way. The corona crisis is behind us, but that does not
mean that the university can afford to lose sight of students.
Lijst VUUR finds that the needs of students should be looked at extensively. At the
faculty level, help should be offered to students who need it. Tutors can be used
even better to identify problems on a personal level.

“At the faculty level,
help should be offered to
students who need it.”

Counteracting work pressure through
effective learning
In addition, Lijst VUUR makes an effort to have more student advisors, with the
intention that a number of these advisors, like those at Humanities, provide training
for students on, among other things, effective learning and how to deal with work
pressure.
Students with learning difficulties or psychological complaints should also be helped to cope with these as well as possible. In the Faculty Council, Lijst VUUR is committed to better information about the possibilities for students with psychological
complaints.
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INTERNATIONALISATION
Lijst VUUR is in favour of internationalisation and
supports international students. Therefore, VUUR
is committed to good facilities and clear information provision for international students. As
long as internationalization is not at the expense
of educational quality, Lijst VUUR supports the
growing offer of English-spoken and international studies.
At the same time, a critical attitude in the Faculty Council towards Dutch-language studies that
switch to English is necessary. Ultimately, quality
is key; no English-language subjects for the sake
of English.
Lijst VUUR also believes that the university
should provide better guidance for international
students. First and foremost, the provision of information for international students must improve, and Lijst VUUR is happy to invest in this!
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DIVERSITY
AND INCLUSION
Feeling at home at the faculty LEG
Everyone should be able to feel at home at the LEG faculty. To achieve this, students
and staff must be able to report and discuss problems easily. VUUR is not afraid to
start a conversation about social safety on our faculty.
VUUR is also committed to equal opportunities in the faculty’s recruitment policy;
also with an eye to the quality of education, a diverse composition of the academic
staff is desirable.
In addition, VUUR wants to make education
more accessible for students with a functional disability or with learning difficulties. For
example, there should be more attention within
education for neurodivergence. Inaccessible
classrooms or buildings should also not be the
reason a student cannot participate in education. Finally, Lijst VUUR is committed to quiet
rooms, where a student can retreat for rest,
meditation or prayer.

“VUUR is not afraid to
start a conversation
about social safety on
our faculty.”
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SUSTAINABILITY
The University has indicated it wants to be completely CO2 neutral by 2030.
This means that changes will also have to be
made at the LEG faculty to contribute to this
goal. Lijst VUUR (Firefly List) endorses this objective and is happy to think along about how
LEG can become more sustainable, for instance
through insulation and recycling. That is why
VUUR is positive about the arrival of a faculty
GreenTeam.
Sustainability does not stop at CO2 emissions,
because in addition to energy and mobility, other
aspects of the LEG can also become more environmentally conscious. Lijst VUUR will make
itself heard in the Faculty Council on sustainability and an environmentally-aware approach,
particularly in light of new housing decisions. We
also value the preservation of historic buildings.

Student participation
Without students, there is no faculty. Lijst VUUR therefore considers it important
that students are involved in decisions relating to the LEG and wants to create opportunities in other areas to let students think about policy. The importance of participation is of paramount importance to Lijst VUUR!
The faculty should encourage physical feedback moments with the lecturer.
Furthermore, Lijst VUUR sees other important added value to the study associations, such as promoting social cohesion. The faculty should support the associations
in this. Finally, the visibility of the Participation Council should be improved. LEG has
one of the lowest participation rates in the country; and often students can only
vote for one list. As a co-determination association
In the years to come, VUUR will work hard to ensure that students and representative councils are better connected.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION:
WWW.VERENIGINGVUUR.NL
1. Hugo Wagenmakers
h.s.wagenmakers@students.uu.nl

2. Luuk Nafzger
l.nafzger@students.uu.nl

Laat je stem gelden voor de Universiteitsraad.
Stemmen kan van 16-18 mei.
Make your voice count for the University Council.
You can vote from 16-18 May.
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Candidates

FACULTY COUNCIL
2022-2023
Law, Economics and Governance
1. Hugo Wagenmakers
Rechtsgeleerdheid
PJO JSPvdA, VUUR

2. Luuk Nafzger
Rechtsgeleerdheid
JSVU, Olympos

3. Rémi ter Haar
Rechtsgeleerdheid & Professioneel Vertalen
UR, VUUR, USVV Odysseus '91, Student & Starter

4. Mels Tijdgat
Rechtsgeleerdheid
S.S.R.-N.U., FR REBO, VUUR

5. Elianne Westra
Rechtsgeleerdheid

Jonge Democraten Utrecht

